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  Practicing 
 Student 
Loan Law    in Maryland
By Kathleen P. Hyland

Over a year ago, I left a stable job at a local area 
non-profit organization to start a practice area in 
student loan law. By joining Williams & Santoni, LLP, 
as Of Counsel, my goal was to ascertain what kind 
of relief private attorneys could provide to clients 
with student loan issues, and how these services 
could become part of a successful business model. 
Reflecting on my first full year of this practice area, 
my conclusion is that practicing student loan law 
is possible, and works best in concert with other 
practice areas in consumer protection, such as auto 
fraud and debt collection defense.
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Where to Get Clients
First, as with any new practice area, 
student loan law requires a tailored 
marketing strategy. I receive stu-
dent loan cases by referrals through 
other attorneys, by participating 
on the MSBA solo and consumer 
bankruptcy listservs, through local 
public interest organizations, and 
by presenting on student loan law 
at local events. In consumer law, it 
has been my experience that clients 
who struggle with debt issues in one 
category of their lives often have 
other, unsurfaced issues. Issues with 
student loans often lie dormant; loan 
servicers change, and clients waver 
in and out of collectability status. 
Asking specific questions about stu-
dent loans during consultations and 
pulling credit reports often unlocks 
hidden information and reveals 
potential legal needs.

How to learn the  
Practice area
Next, practicing student loan law 
requires specific self-education on 
the topic and terminology. A lawyer’s 
toolkit for this practice area should 
include the National Consumer Law 
Center’s manual on Student Loan 
Law, access to the NCLC listserv, 
and familiarity with the National 
Student Loan Database (NSLD), 
https://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds/
nslds_SA/. This website is particu-
larly important as the primary dis-
tinction anyone new to the practice 
area should identify is the nature of 
the loan. Student loans are either fed-
eral or private. While neither form is 
dischargeable in bankruptcy (unless 
subject to a very limited exception), 
private student loans expire, while 
federal debt does not. Student loan 
lawyers need to check the NSLD 

for a full report of the client’s out-
standing student debt. Determining 
whether the debt is federal or pri-
vate enables the attorney to map out 
a strategy for relief.

representing Clients with 
Private Student loans
In addition to checking the NSLD, 
student loan cases have specific 
signs and features to alert a new 
practitioner to their nature. For 
example, clients with private loans 
may seek legal assistance because 
they are already being sued in a 
Maryland District Court or Circuit 
Court, or are receiving calls from 
private attorneys and debt collec-
tors. Private loans are also more 
likely to have co-signers. Once you 
are certain that the loan is private, 
these cases may be evaluated as 
general debt collection lawsuits. To 
elaborate, an attorney may evaluate 
the cases for standard defenses to 
the amount, ownership, and compli-
ance with Maryland consumer pro-
tection laws and debt collection stat-
utes. Typical issues or defenses may 
include: failure to sue the correct 
party; suing after the statute of limi-
tations has elapsed; prior payment 
or satisfaction of the loan; problems 
with the amount alleged; or a plain-
tiff with no debt collection license or 
legal standing to sue. Attorneys may 
also raise any of the same affirma-
tive claims and counterclaims avail-
able under the Maryland Consumer 
Debt Collection Act, Md. CoMMerCial 
law, Code. Ann. § 14-202, et. seq. and 
the Maryland Consumer Protection 
Act, Md. CoMMerCial law, Code. 
Ann. § 13-101, et. seq. 

representing Clients with 
Federal Student loans
Unlike private loan debt collection, 
federal loan servicers and debt col-
lectors have stronger methods of debt 
collection available, and may gar-
nish wages and intercept tax returns 
without filing a lawsuit. While third-
party debt collectors on federal loans 
are still subject to debt collection 
laws, such as the federal Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act, 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1692a, et. seq. and the Maryland 
Consumer Protection Act, federal 
guaranty agencies are often shielded 
from these laws when they invoke 
collection rights available under the 
federal Higher Education Act, 20 
U.S.C.A. § 1001, et. seq. This means 
that filing an affirmative lawsuit 
under the consumer statutes may give 
rise to a preemption defense. Fighting 
a preemption challenge makes it dif-
ficult, although not impossible, to 
bring affirmative claims against guar-
anty agencies. Instead, strategies for 
client relief may involve helping your 
client get back on track with the loan 
repayment process.

assisting with 
Consolidation and 
rehabilitation
Clients who are in default on their 
student loans have two significant 
options to consider: consolidation or 
rehabilitation. In most cases, they may 
use each of these options one time to 
get back on track. Clients may prefer 
to work with an attorney because both 
processes may seem complicated, the 
client may be emotionally upset by 
garnishments and tax intercepts, and 
the client may have already commu-
nicated with the servicer to no avail. 

The first option, consolidation, is 
the process of combining one or 
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more loans into a single new loan. 
As of July 1, 2010, the federal Direct 
Loan consolidation program is the 
only government consolidation pro-
gram. Legal counseling at this junc-
ture is significant because clients 
should avoid consolidating their 
federal student loans with ill-reput-
ed private companies that could be 
scammers. More importantly, con-
solidating federal loans anywhere 
else removes the option to use one 
of the many federal repayment pro-
grams available. Consolidation will 
take the loans immediately out of 
default and will weigh and aver-
age the interest rate of the loans. 
The previous loans will be closed 
on credit records, and the new loan 
will be reported. It is a great option 
for clients who are in default on a 
number of loans, and for people 
who want to go on an income-driven 
repayment plan.

The second option, rehabilita-
tion, is ideal for clients who are in 
default on a number of loans with 
different interest rates, and who 
may have made more payments 
on older loans and do not want to 
combine the loans. To qualify for 
rehabilitation, attorneys can assist 
clients in compiling a list of house-
hold expenses and negotiating with 
servicers. Unless an attorney knows 
to challenge the servicer, the reha-
bilitation payment will be fifteen 
percent of the client’s discretionary 
income. However, federal regula-
tions do not require a maximum 
payment, so an attorney can negoti-
ate the amount down with the ser-
vicer. Once a client has made nine 
out of ten required payments, the 
loans will be rehabilitated and the 
current status will be fixed on the 
individual’s credit reports. 
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assisting with deferments, 
Forbearances, and 
repayment Plans
Alongside consolidation or rehabili-
tation, attorneys may provide legal 
advice to clients on their federal 
rights to obtain deferments, forbear-
ances, or switch repayment plans. 
Both deferments and forbearances 
postpone the obligation to repay 
loans. The advantage to a deferment 
is that interest does not accrue on 
subsidized loans. The government 
provides brief deferments for recent 
graduates who are unemployed bor-
rowers, and for certain borrowers fac-
ing economic hardship. Forbearances 
are more flexible, and can be good 

options for people facing extended 
hardships. Finally, a lawyer may pro-
vide legal information on the repay-
ment plan options available, and can 
evaluate and explain to a client how 
using an income-driven repayment 
plan can help them with other finan-
cial goals. More information on the 
specific income-driven repayment 
plans is available online, at https://
studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/
understand/plans/income-driven.

applying for  
administrative discharges
For several years, attorneys have 
also assisted clients with administra-

tive discharges. Clients may receive 
loan discharges for many reasons. 
Among the more common are: closed 
school discharges; total and perma-
nent disability discharges; death dis-
charges, discharge in bankruptcy (in 
rare cases); false certification of the 
student’s eligibility or unauthorized 
payment discharge; unpaid refund 
discharges; and Perkins Loan cancel-
lation or discharge. An attorney may 
assist by filing the administrative 
applications and performing follow-
up work. 

In 2015, the federal government 
also added a new category: “bor-
rower defense discharge,” specifi-
cally to address fraudulent practices 
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by higher education institutions. To 
qualify for this type of discharge, a 
client must prove that they attend-
ed a school based on false infor-
mation about graduates’ job pros-
pects, in violation of a state law. 
The Maryland Consumer Protection 
Act prohibits false and misleading 
statements and unfair and decep-
tive trade practices. Thus, Maryland 
attorneys who find relevant fact pat-
terns can now file borrower defense 
charges for their clients. 

Emerging Trends in  
Student loan litigation
In the past year, I have filed cases 
against student loan lenders, ser-
vicers, and debt collectors. As with 
any new area of law, I caution new 
practitioners to do extensive legal 
research, consult with other con-

sumer protection attorneys, and 
thoroughly investigate the fact pat-
tern before filing lawsuits. That said, 
affirmative litigation is possible in 
student loan law. In addition to cases 
involving the types of standard debt 
collection abuses that I previously 
mentioned, other areas include: ser-
vicing errors, credit disputes, and 
for-profit school litigation. 

Given that student debt has now 
broken $1.3 trillion nationwide, the 
sheer capacity of the debt also means 
that companies may commit illegal 
servicing errors when handling stu-
dent accounts. Servicing errors are 
fact-specific, and may be litigated 
under relevant state and federal stat-
utes. Next, student loan companies 
may misreport information to credit 
bureaus, giving rise to Fair Credit 
Reporting Act violations. For more 
information on how to litigate an 

FCRA claim, consult the National 
Consumer Law Center’s manual on 
Fair Credit Reporting. A final cat-
egory, for profit school litigation, is 
relevant to the practice of student 
loan law because loan companies 
may be liable under the FTC Holder 
Rule for bad acts of the original mer-
chant. Identifying and litigating these 
claims may complement a student 
loan practice area. 

Overall, attorneys who currently 
practice or seek to expand this prac-
tice area in Maryland have a wealth of 
information available on student loan 
law and many techniques to employ. 
As student loan debt grows as the 
number one form of consumer debt, 
the market need is great, and the abil-
ity to practice this area is rising.

Ms. Hyland is Of Counsel at the law firm 
of Williams & Santoni, LLP.
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By Jane Santoni

“Never take a bad car case.” These words from a former law 
partner sometimes echo in my head as I continue to make 
a career of handling bad car cases. Although there are many 
reasons not to handle auto fraud, there are plenty of laws on 
the books to provide a rewarding career protecting people from 
dangerous cars and illegal car deals.  

The Bad Car Case
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This article gives an overview of 
helpful laws and how to use them 
to assist a client with “bad car.” 
We’ll examine the defective car, and 
whether it is a “lemon,” how war-
ranty laws apply, whether or not 
there is recourse for a car sold “as 
is,” what disclosures about a car’s 
history are required, and how to spot 
unfair and deceptive practices and 
fraud. We’ll then discuss who may 
be liable for the illegal actions and 
finally, how to obtain the facts neces-
sary to win a bad car case.    

do I Have a lemon?
The most common complaint about 
a car is that it doesn’t run right 
– that it is a “lemon.”  However, 
the lemon law (found in Md. Ann. 
Code Com. Law §14-1501 et seq. 
for sales and §14-2001 et seq. for 
leases) only applies to very specific 
situations. A car will be deemed a 
“lemon” if, before it is 24 months 
old or has 18,000 miles, it has been 
in the shop four times for the same 
issue – one time if that issue is for 
brake or steering – or been in the 
shop for more than 30 days for any 
number of issues, and those prob-
lems remain unfixed. If a car fits this 
description, the consumer needs to 
send a certified letter, return receipt 
requested, to the manufacturer or 
factory branch before the expiration 
of the 18,000 miles and 24 months, 
detailing the problems. Maryland’s 
Attorney General has a wonderful 
web site describing the lemon law 
and giving sample letters at https://
w w w. o a g . s t a t e . m d . u s / F o r m s /
lemon.pdf.

Once the letter is sent, the manu-
facturer or factory branch has thirty 
days from receipt to fix the car.  If 
it is fixed, the car is not a “lemon.” 

If it’s not, the consumer needs a 
mechanic to confirm that the car 
still has a manufacturing defect that 
“substantially impairs the use and 
market value” of the car. Md. Ann. 
Code Com. Law §14-1502(c)(1). This 
defect can be as serious as a trans-
mission malfunction or as irritating 
as a bad paint job.

If the car fits the description of 
a lemon, the owner is entitled to a 
replacement or a buy back (owner’s 
choice) minus no more than 15 per-
cent of the purchase price deducted 
for use. Md. Ann. Code Com. Law 
§14-1502(c)(1). Attorneys’ fees and 
costs should also be paid by the 
manufacturer. Id. at §14-1502(l).

This is a powerful law because 
it allows for refund/replacement. 
However, even if the car doesn’t fit 
the legal description of a “lemon” 
there is still help for the consumer.

The Magnuson Moss 
Warranty act
One of the most powerful warranty 
laws is the federal Magnuson Moss 
Warranty Act. This is found in 15 
U.S.C. §§ 2301-2312. This act basical-
ly states that if there are implied or 
express warranties on the car, it must 
conform to those warranties and if 
it doesn’t, the owner has claims for 
breach. “Warranty” includes service 
contracts. The power in this law is 
that it may allow the consumer to 
collect incidental and consequential 
damages, and attorneys’ fees and 
costs against the warrantor. In addi-
tion, unlike many consumer cases 
now subject to arbitration, a consum-
er still has a right to a jury trial in a 
Magnuson Moss case in Maryland. 
This is regardless of any language in 
the contract which attempts to limit 
that right. 

A “buy back” of the vehicle is 
possible under Magnuson Moss if it 
can be proven that the car can’t be 
fixed, but this is not as automatic 
as the lemon law. Even without a 
full “buy back” of the vehicle, sig-
nificant damages can be obtained 
under Magnuson Moss, including 
cost to repair, alternate transporta-
tion costs, and insurance, as well as 
non- economic damages. Magnuson 
Moss looks to state warranty laws, 
especially for implied warranties, 
so it is important to understand 
Maryland’s Uniform Commercial 
Code when deciding how powerful 
your warranty claim is.

Maryland’s Warranty laws
Maryland’s warranty laws can be 
found in Md. Ann. Code Com. Law 
§2-313 et seq.  Section 2-314 address-
es implied warranties of merchant-
ability and usage of trade and sec-
tion 2-315 addresses implied war-
ranties of fitness for a particular use. 
Section 2-316 allows for modification 
or exclusion of warranties, if those 
are conspicuously displayed, but 
these modifications and exclusions 
don’t apply if the car is less than 6 
model years old and has been driven 
less than 60,000 miles. If a contract 
attempts to limit or exclude warran-
ties, these laws should be carefully 
studied because often the consumer 
can overcome those limits. The war-
ranty laws follow common sense – 
the car needs to run properly and if 
it doesn’t, arguably there’s a breach.  

The “as Is” Car
Given the high price of new cars 
and how long cars are running now, 
cases involving cars that are over 6 
years old and have been driven more 
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than 60,000 miles and are conspicu-
ously sold “As Is” are very common. 
At first glance it may look like the 
consumer is out of luck, but often 
there is relief.  

First, all cars in Maryland need to 
pass inspection, and if the consumer 
obtains an expert opinion that the 
car should not have passed, there 
may be claims against both the deal-
er and the inspection company for 
unfair and deceptive practices and 
even fraud, for providing a docu-
ment stating the car passed inspec-
tion when it shouldn’t have.   

Also, in Maryland it is illegal to 
sell a flooded car, a salvaged car, 
a car bought back as a lemon, or a 
prior daily rental, without specific 
written disclosure to the consumer 
of this, before sale. Failure to state 
any of these things in writing vio-
lates the law, regardless of what may 

have been said verbally, or what the 
parties may have actually known.   

Even if the car would have passed 
inspection and does not require a 
specific written disclosure by stat-
ute, there may be violations of 
Maryland’s Consumer Protection 
Act, Md. Ann. Code Com. Law 
§3-301 et seq., and common law 
fraud if the dealer fails to reveal that 
the car has been in an accident or 
otherwise has defects.          

Successfully bringing these types 
of cases often depends on what was 
asked during the sale. For example, 
if a consumer never asks if a car was 
in an accident, there may be no vio-
lation for failing to reveal it. If the 
dealer says nothing more than “this 
is a good car” and it turns out that the 
car has numerous defects, there may 
be no violation, as such statements 
amount to “puffery.” However, if the 

consumer specifically asks if the car 
had been in any accidents, or asks 
if it had ever been in the shop for 
more than routine maintenance, or 
asks about a specific problem, the 
answers must be truthful, even if the 
answers are, “I don’t know.”  

Proving these types of cases is 
extremely fact intensive and requires 
significant background investiga-
tion. A mechanic who can qualify 
as an expert and who is willing to 
testify in court if needed, should 
examine the car. Title records from 
the Motor Vehicle Administration 
should be obtained, and can be 
gotten from the MVA or a titling 
service. In addition, the consumer 
should get vehicle history reports 
such CarFax, NMVTIS (National 
Motor Vehicle Title Information 
System) and AutoCheck. Each of 
these reports can be obtained on-
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line. Although these reports are 
similar, often one or more reports 
will miss something. In fact, some-
times dealers will provide a report 
to give a false sense of security, as 
there may be something obviously 
wrong with the car that won’t show 
up on a vehicle history report. If 
possible, the deal file and a war-
ranty history should be obtained, 
although sometimes that requires 
formal discovery. Prior owners 
should be interviewed.

The consumer and other witnesses 
should carefully be interviewed as 
soon as possible, too. They should 
be walked through each step of the 
transaction from when the consumer 
first became interested in the car, 
until the present. This may take sev-
eral interviews and several hours, 

but is important in winning a “he 
said, she said” case.   

Who is liable?
The most obvious place to look for 
liability is the dealership itself, but 
there are often other players who 
contributed to the consumer’s angst. 
For example, often there is one per-
son who is guiding the sale and who 
may be misleading the consumer. 
That person can be held person-
ally liable in the same way the truck 
driver can be sued for an accident, 
along with his employer. In smaller 
dealerships the owner may be the 
person directly dealing with the con-
sumer. He can’t avoid liability by 
using the corporate veil if he was 
driving the transaction and making 

direct statements to the consumer.  
Liability of an inspection com-

pany was discussed earlier, but there 
is another important player in car 
sales, and that is the finance compa-
ny. If the car is financed by someone 
other than the dealer, the contract 
must contain the following ‘holder 
language”: 

“Any holder of this Consumer 
Credit contract is subject to all 
claims and defenses which the 
debtor could assert against the 
seller of goods or services obtained 
with the proceeds hereof, recovery 
hereunder by the debtor, shall not 
exceed amounts paid by the debtor 
hereunder.” See Code of Federal 
Regulations, CFR, Part 433.

This language is required by fed-
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eral regulations and is a powerful 
tool in helping the consumer get his 
money back and getting out of a bad 
car deal even if the dealer refuses 
to cooperate. Often there are writ-
ten agreements between the finance 
companies and the dealership and 
the finance company can pressure 
the dealer to do the right thing. 
Many times, however, the finance 
company will argue that any prob-
lem the consumer has with the car is 
between him and the dealer. Clearly 
this is not accurate in light of the 
holder language.

Although the holder language 
purportedly limits the liability of 
the finance company to monies paid 
by the consumer, if the consumer 
demands rescission and the finance 
company refuses and continues to 

pursue the debt or damage the con-
sumer’s credit, arguably it is liable 
not only for the acts of the dealer, 
but for its own acts in attempting 
to collect a debt unlawfully under 
Maryland’s consumer debt collection 
statute. See, Md. Code Ann. Com. 
Law §14-201 et seq. Such actions 
could expose the finance company to 
its own liability, including attorneys’ 
fees and costs.    

Conclusion
Bringing an action for a bad car 
often involves directly challenging 
the business practices of a car dealer. 
Most car dealers don’t like that, and 
will aggressively defend, sometimes 
to their own detriment. Any car case 
should be taken with the under-

standing that it may involve pro-
longed and contentious litigation, 
so the lawyer handling the matter 
should be prepared for that before 
agreeing to take the case. However, 
since both Magnuson Moss and 
Maryland’s Consumer Protection 
Act allow fee and cost shifting, the 
dealership which insists on prolong-
ing litigation may end up paying 
both its attorneys’ and the consum-
er’s attorneys’ fees.   

In addition, until the current law 
changes, most clients will not be able 
to exercise their 7th Amendment 
constitutional right to a jury trial, 
and may be forced into arbitration 
instead. The two largest arbitration 
companies, JAMS and AAA, provide 
that the consumer only pay a filing 
fee in a consumer arbitration, and 
shift the remainder of the costs to 
the dealer. These costs can be several 
thousand dollars. However, studies 
have shown arbitration often favors 
businesses over consumers, so a mat-
ter subject to arbitration should be 
carefully considered when deciding 
whether to take the bad car case. 
See, Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau, Arbitration Study, 2015, avail-
able at http://files.consumerfinance.
gov/f/201503_cfpb_arbitration-
study-report-to-congress-2015.pdf.

Taking bad car cases can be 
extremely rewarding, in that a con-
sumer, her family, and the public at 
large, can be rescued from a danger-
ous situation, desperately needed 
funds spent on car payments can be 
restored to be used on a safer vehi-
cle, and critical transportation needs 
can now be met. It can be tremen-
dous fun if you are not faint of heart! 

Ms. Santoni, a partner in the law firm of 
Williams & Santoni, has been a personal 
injury litigator since 1988 and a consumer 
protection litigator since 2002.   
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Notes From  
the treNches: 
Current trends 
in Consumer 
Junk debt buyer 
Litigation

By Peter a. Holland

My interest in junk debt buyer litigation came about 
in 2009, and quite by accident. Although I had 
defended a few collections cases filed by banks 

in state District Court, I was not aware of – had never even 
heard of – “debt buyers”. Yet, according to the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), “the most significant change in the debt 
collection business in recent years has been the advent 
and growth of debt buying.” Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC), “Collecting Consumer Debts: The Challenges of 
Change: A Workshop Report,” 2009, http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/
workshops/debtcollection/dcwr.pdf. Nor did I appreciate 
that small claims courts across the country had become 
so flooded with debt buyer and other collection lawsuits 
that the FTC would eventually conclude that “[t]he system 
for resolving disputes about consumer debts is broken. . . 
because consumers are not adequately protected in either 
debt collection litigation or arbitration.” http://www.ftc.gov/
os/2010/07/debtcollectionreport.pdf.
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Things changed in 2009, when I 
stumbled into a few proceedings in 
state district court that were unlike 
anything I had ever seen. To me, it 
was a new world, in which 99 per-
cent of defendants had no lawyers, 
some courtrooms had no judges in 
them (bailiffs sometimes sat on the 
judge’s bench), collection lawyers 
were given physical possession of 
the court files to run a “settlement 
docket”, and attorneys from differ-
ent collection firms would “stand 
in” for each other on the spur of 
the moment without ever formally 
entering their appearance in the 
case. One of my students observed 
a collection lawyer tell an elderly 
woman that it was “against the 
rules” for her husband to be present 
while the lawyer and the defendant 
discussed a payment plan in a jud-
geless courtroom in Prince George’s 
County.

Over the course of the next sev-
eral years (during which time I 
was running a Consumer Protection 
Clinic at the University of Maryland 
Law School), law students, pro 
bono lawyers and I began repre-
senting people being sued by debt 
buyers. In addition to clients who 
“owed it anyway” to the original 
creditor, we assisted people being 
sued by debt buyers beyond the 
statute of limitations, people being 
dunned on debts previously dis-
charged in bankruptcy, people sued 
because of identity theft, and a host 
of other “wrong person” or “wrong 
amount” types of cases. Among my 
most vivid memories is the phone 
call I received from a Veterans 
Administration social worker who 
was sitting with an 86-year-old vet-
eran who reportedly had not eaten 
in two days because all of his gov-
ernment benefits were frozen in 
a bank account garnishment filed 

by a collection lawyer. Most of the 
people we helped were being sued 
on credit card debt with predatory 
interest rates, and most had simply 
fallen on hard times due to job loss, 
serious illness or divorce. Most had 
never heard of the debt buyer who 
was now suing them.

The Impact
The effects of these lawsuits are 
particularly hard felt by the poor, 
the working poor, the elderly and 
minorities. In fact, every major study 
shows that most people default on 
debts because of job loss, illness, 
and divorce. A judgment in favor of 
a junk debt investor, in an amount 
that may be 50 times greater than 
their initial investment, is literally 
turning an unsecured junk debt into 
a secured judgment, which then 
results in garnishments, depriving 
legitimate creditors of scarce funds 
to pay ongoing bills such as food, 
rent, car loans, student loans and 
medical bills. Further, a judgment 
has a direct impact on one’s ability 
to obtain employment, housing and 
credit, and it drives some people to 
declare bankruptcy, thus discharg-
ing debt even to legitimate creditors 
who actually provided goods and 
services.

Junk debt Buyers: you 
Get What you Pay For
Being at an academic institution, 
I began to write about debt buyer 
issues in 2011. (See here for arti-
cles: https://www.law.umary-
land.edu/faculty/profiles/faculty.
html?facultynum=065). A junk debt 
buyer is an entity that purchases 
charged off junk debt from banks 
and finance companies for pennies 
on the dollar, and then seeks to 

collect the full face value of the 
original debt. Or, in the words of 
a press release from the Maryland 
Judiciary:

Debt buyers are companies that 
specialize in buying debts owed to 
creditors, usually credit card com-
panies. They buy those debts for a 
tiny fraction of the amount owed. 
Debts may be sold to other debt 
buyers several times, and the docu-
mentation – the proof – that the debt 
is owed is sometimes little more 
than the person’s name, last known 
address and Social Security number.
http://www.courts.state.md.us/
media/news/2011/pr20110928a.
html.

The largest debt buyers are pub-
licly traded, such as Encore Capital 
Group Inc., PRA Group Inc., Asta 
Funding and Square Two Financial. 
For example, Encore and its pur-
chasing arm, Midland Funding, 
LLC, paid on average just 3 cents 
on the dollar for 60 million accounts 
over the five-year period of 2009 to 
2015, and – according to Consent 
Decrees signed with the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
– engaged in a broad array of mis-
representation and deceptive prac-
tices in their collection lawsuits. 
Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau, CFPB Takes Action Against 
the Two Largest Debt Buyers For Using 
Deceptive Tactics To Collect Bad Debts, 
Sept. 9, 2015 http://www.consum-
erfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-
takes-action-against-the-two-larg-
est-debt-buyers-for-using-decep-
tive-tactics-to-collect-bad-debts/.  

Although the debt is purchased 
for pennies on the dollar, the debt 
buyer sues for the full face value 
of the debt as shown in the bank’s 
charge-off statement. This charge-
off amount usually includes 6 
months’ worth of interest, late fees, 
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and (often) over-limit fees. Thus, 
an account with a balance of $1,000 
at the time of default can have a 
charge-off face value in excess of 
$1,250. Most extreme, however, are 
the “fee harvester” cases, in which 
the original creditor had issued 
credit cards with a credit limit of 
$300, but with the first $240 charges 
assessed as “fees” before the person 
ever even used the card. My clinic 
handled a few “fee harvester” cases, 
and discovered that by the time 
the bank sold the account to a debt 
buyer, the face value was several 
times more than the amount that the 
client ever actually borrowed. Also, 
when we started doing these cases 
(but not since 2012 when the Rules 
were changed), collection lawyers 
who owned the debt buying entity 
that they “represented” were asking 
the court to award “attorneys fees” 
for, essentially, representing their 
alter egos.

Debt buyer lawsuits are literal-
ly about litigation for profit, an 
attempt to turn straw into gold. 
For a few pennies on the dollar, 
debt buyers acquire little more than 
a spreadsheet of electronic data, 
often subject to explicit disclaimers 
of accuracy or completeness. The 
fundamental business model is to 
file the minimum amount of proof 
necessary to obtain a default judg-
ment (in Maryland, an Affidavit 
Judgment pursuant to Rule 3-306). 
Although debt buyers choose the 
courts as their playing field, their 
low-doc business model is funda-
mentally at odds with a robustly 
functioning court system governed 
by rules and procedures that are 
designed to ferret out the truth 
through an adversarial process. In 
short, there is no adversary system 
in these cases, and courts continue 
to be overwhelmed with the volume 
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of filings, which leads to judgments 
sometimes being entered despite a 
lack of proof. (By way of example, 
while writing this article, I reviewed 
a judgment in a student loan case in 
which the claim was time- barred 
on its face).

Banks Knowingly  
Sell Bad Paper 
The key to understanding the 
junk debt buyer phenomenon is to 
appreciate the fact that banks know-
ingly sell “bad paper” – account 
data that has been internally red-
flagged as being inherently unre-
liable, and it has been agreed by 
the banks and the debt buyers not 
to reveal this fact to the public or 
the courts in which debt buyers 
file lawsuits. Jeff Horwitz, Bank of 
America Sold Card Debts to Collectors 

Despite Faulty Records, Am. Banker, 
March 29, 2012 http://www.ameri-
canbanker.com/issues/177_62/
bofa-credit-cards-collections-debts-
faulty-records-1047992-1.html?zk
Printable=1&nopagination=1 Jake 
Halpern’s book Bad Paper (2014) 
explored these issues in depth.

Banks frequently sell the accounts 
“as is,” with explicit disclaimers as 
to the validity or accuracy of the 
account data. One typical provision, 
contained in a Loan Sale Agreement 
between FIA Car Services (a credit 
card issuer) and CACH, LLC (a debt 
buyer), states that accounts being 
sold may have been discharged in 
bankruptcy, may be the result of 
fraud or forgery, or may be barred 
by the statute of limitations. Loan 
Sale Agreement Between FIA Card 
Services and CACH, LLC, April 
14, 2010. https://www.document-

cloud.org/documents/329733-fia-
to-cach-forward-flow.html (sections 
8.1 and 9.4). Pursuant to Section 
1.8 of that same document, the par-
ties agreed that the “current bal-
ance” may not reflect all payments 
made on the account. At page 26, 
both the bank and the debt buyer 
acknowledged explicitly that in 
fact the account balances are only 
“approximate.” These purchase 
contracts (known in the industry 
as forward flow agreements) are 
hidden from courts and from the 
public, and debt buyers usually 
fight to prevent their disclosure. 
Several of these agreements are, 
however, available at www.debt-
buyeragreements.com and at www.
dalie.org/contracts. The debt buy-
ing industry claims that these terms 
were a feature of “old” agreements 
(but they still refuse to disclose 
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them). Additionally, as recently as 
September 2015, the CFPB entered 
Consent Decrees with two publicly 
traded debt buyers in which the 
suing on bad accounts continued 
unabated.

Common Problems in debt 
Buyer lawsuits
Common problems are that, if chal-
lenged, the debt buyer cannot prove 

a valid chain of assignment from 
the original creditor to the exist-
ing debt buyer. (I have seen a few 
cases in which a person was being 
sued by the alleged 6th Assignee of 
the debt). Another problem is that 
supporting documents are either 
wholly or partially missing, or are 
not authentic. Many cases are filed 
beyond the statute of limitations. 
Several debt buyer lawyers I spoke 
with accurately pointed out that 

the statute of limitations is an affir-
mative defense, and it is not their 
job to advise pro se litigants about 
affirmative defenses. Similarly, one 
attorney (who “represented” the 
company that he solely owned) told 
me that it was not his obligation to 
advise people about their statutory 
exemptions from attachment. While 
this attorney was arguably correct 
under the Rules of Professional 
Conduct, the fact remains that we 
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are talking about people who do 
not have a lawyer to spot these 
issues or advise them of their rights. 
Therefore, judgments are entered 
every day on time-barred debt, and 
bank accounts are frozen every day 
that would otherwise be exempt 
by filing a simple piece of paper 
claiming an exemption ($6,000 in 
Maryland). And although suing on 
a time-barred debt is a clear viola-
tion of the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, most pro se litigants 
either don’t know that or don’t 
realize that there are attorneys who 
handle such cases on a contingency 
basis pursuant to fee-shifting stat-
utes. Thus, most such abuses go 
without redress.

debt Buyers argue 
That Bank records are 
“Inherently reliable”
Despite knowing about the poten-
tially unreliable data, and the 
forward flow agreements which 
explicitly disclaim any warranty of 
accuracy, debt buyers’ lawyers rou-
tinely tell judges that because banks 
are a highly regulated industry and 
subjectively rely on the accuracy of 
their own records, therefore, “bank 
records are inherently reliable.” Of 
course, such an argument is prob-
lematic when the lawyer simulta-
neously argues “reliability” while 
fighting the disclosure of the very 
document that may indicate the 
opposite. In the words of the Bartlett 
partial concurrence and partial dis-
sent, “It seems odd to accord special 
reliability to those records when 
the business that actually created 
and maintained them may have dis-
claimed their reliability.” Bartlett v. 
Portfolio Recovery Associates, LLC, 
438 Md. 255, 293 (2014).

But again, most people (including 
many judges) do not know about 
the disclaimers in the forward flow 
agreements, and therefore the “reli-
ability of bank records” argument is 
not evaluated in the context of the 
explicit disclaimer of reliability in a 
given case.

 

Foreseeable Harm
What is wrong with knowingly trad-
ing in “bad paper” for less than two 
cents on the dollar and then suing 
people on it? Ask Maryland resident 
Karen Stevens, who was featured 
in a 2012 article in the American 
Banker. http://www.americanbank-
er.com/issues/177_62/bofa-credit-
cards-debt-collections-delinquent-
robosigning-1047991-1.html. Ms. 
Stevens settled a debt with Bank of 
America, and as proof had a copy 
of her check showing that Bank of 
America had cashed it. Despite the 
fact that her account was settled, 
Bank of America sold her account 
to a junk debt buyer who later sued 
her in Maryland District Court. Ms. 
Stevens filed a counter-claim and 
reportedly reached a confidential 
settlement.

With the willingness of our 
nation’s largest banks to knowingly 
sell bad accounts, it is no won-
der that in 2011 the authors of the 
171st Report to the Maryland Rules 
Committee found that:

“Problems with the cases filed 
by CDP’s [consumer debt pur-
chasers] have arisen, including: 
failure of the CDP to be licensed, 
the wrong party being named as 
plaintiff, filing after the statute of 
limitations period has run, lack 
of personal knowledge by the 
affiant, lack of supporting docu-
mentation containing sufficient 

detail as to liability and dam-
ages, failure of the CDP to prove 
it owns the debt, and incorrect 
identification of the amount 
claimed.”

ht tp ://mdcourts .gov/rules/
reports/171stReport.pdf at page 41.  

Why They Succeed
If the debt buyer’s records are not 
reliable, how do they win in court? 
As stated, the business model is 
to file literally millions of lawsuits 
nationwide, and then depend on 
default judgments. But in some 
jurisdictions, even at trial, the con-
sumers lose. In Maryland, winning 
these cases at trial became easier 
for debt buyers when the Court of 
Appeals in 2013 held that in a small 
claims action, no witness for the 
plaintiff is required to be present, 
and no rules of evidence apply other 
than the universal requirement that 
hearsay evidence be “reliable” and 
“probative.” Bartlett, supra at 282, 
f.n. 14. As a practical effect, the col-
lection lawyers are able to submit 
things such as account statements, 
Bills of Sale and affidavits created 
solely for the purpose of litigation, 
but they are not required to produce 
the forward flow agreement which 
may very well cast doubt on the reli-
ability of everything else that they 
produce to the judge. Since there 
is no discovery in small claims, the 
debt buyers cannot be compelled 
to produce the forward flow agree-
ments ahead of time. Many judges 
and most pro se litigants are still 
unaware of the existence and/or 
the contents of these forward flow 
agreements.
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Enforcement actions
The CFPB and other federal regu-
lators including the Office of the 
Comptroller fo the Currency (OCC) 
and the FTC have stepped up 
enforcement, and discovered seri-
ous debt collection abuse by big 
banks and the debt buyers they sell 
to. Notably, in 2015 the OCC found 
that both Chase and Bank of America 
engaged in “unsafe and unsound 
banking practices” in their debt 
collection activities. http://www.
occ.gov/news-issuances/news-
releases/2015/nr-occ-2015-98.html 
and http://www.occ.gov/news-
issuances/news-releases/2015/nr-
occ-2015-74.html. 

In July 2015, the CFPB and 47 
states took action against Chase for 
“Selling Bad Credit Card Debt and 
Robo-Signing Court Documents.” 
h t tp ://www.consumerf inance .
gov/newsroom/cfpb-47-states-
and-d-c-take-action-against-jpm-
organ-chase-for-selling-bad-credit-
card-debt-and-robo-signing-court-
documents/. A few months later, 
the CFPB entered into Consent 
Orders with the two largest debt 
buyers, Encore and PRA. Consent 
Order, Matter of Portfolio Recovery 
Associates, LLC No. 2015-CFPB-
0023 (CFPB, filed Sept. 9, 2015) 
h t t p : / / f i l e s . c o n s u m e r f i n a n c e .
gov/f/201509_cfpb_consent-order-
portfolio-recovery-associates-llc.
pdf and Consent Order, Matter 
of Encore Capital Group, Inc., No 
2015-CFPB-0022 (CFPB, filed Sept. 
9, 2015) http://files.consumerfi-
nance.gov/f/201509_cfpb_consent-
order-encore-capital-group.pdf.  

The CFPB Consent Orders were 
shocking in the scope of findings. 
Both companies collected debts past 
the statute of limitations by using 
misleading language in letters and 

telephone calls, thus taking money 
that could have been used to pay 
more recent and more legitimate 
creditors. Further, in their lawsuits 
both Encore and PRA relied on affi-
davits attesting to the accuracy of 
documentation, despite the fact that 
the affiant did not review any of 
the attested to actual account docu-
ments.

Some purchase agreements “put 
Encore on notice that some of the 
accounts [were] likely past the 
applicable statute of limitations . 
. . or were previously disputed.” 
Encore essentially ignored these 
warnings, and instead “…relied on 
Consumers to inform [it] when it 
was attempting to collect a Debt 
based on inaccurate or erroneous 
information.” Even then, Encore 
refused to investigate unless the 
dispute was made within 45 days 
of Encore writing to the consumer. 
Encore also requested and received 
from its sellers affidavits containing 
“false or misleading statements.”

Like Encore, PRA’s purchase 
agreements put it on notice that 
it might have received inaccu-
rate information, and its own Vice 
President of Collections told a 
senior manager that PRA doesn’t 
really know the amount of the out-
standing debt on an account. PRA 
“did not even track consumer dis-
putes by seller to determine wheth-
er a particular portfolio . . . was 
unreliable.” And as was the case 
with Encore, some PRA affidavits 
falsely claimed that documents had 
been reviewed. In the words of its 
own comprehensive summary of 
financial performance contained in 
its 10K filing with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission from March, 
2015, PRA states:

Additionally, in pursuing legal col-

lections, we may be unable to obtain 
accurate and authentic account doc-
uments for accounts that we pur-
chase, and despite our quality con-
trol measures, we cannot be certain 
that all of the documents we provide 
are error free.
(Italics in original). 

In Maryland, the Commissioner 
of Financial Regulation has taken 
a lead on these issues, having 
fined debt buyers for collection 
abuses including the filing of time 
barred lawsuits and robo-signed 
documents. Further, the Court of 
Appeals amended Rule 3-306, fol-
lowing the Rules Committee Report 
on the issue to ensure more accurate 
and complete documentation prior 
to entering affidavit judgment. 
However, the problem remains: if 
there is nobody mounting a defense, 
then sometimes shoddy claims fall 
through the cracks and judgments 
are entered.

For Maryland, things may get 
better soon, as it is expected that 
in its 2016 session, the legislature 
will consider some bills designed to 
curb abusive debt buyer tactics.

lawyers are not Exempt
Although recent years have seen 
high profile enforcement actions, 
legislation, rules changes (Maryland 
amended Rule 3-306 on Affidavit 
Judgments in 2012) and class action 
lawsuits, problems remain wide-
spread, and increasingly, lawyers 
are being targeted by regulators. 
For example, in its high profile 
enforcement action against the 
lawyers in a large Georgia debt 
collection mill, the CFPB alleged 
that “the Firm’s attorneys did not 
determine whether any underly-
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ing documentation for the debt 
was available, nor did they review 
the contracts governing the sale 
of accounts to determine whether 
those contracts disclaimed any war-
ranties regarding the accuracy or 
validity of the debts.” Complaint, 
CFPB v. Frederick J. Hanna & Assocs., 
1:14-cv-02211-AT(N.D. Ga. filed 
July 7, 2014), files.consumerfinance.
gov/f/201407_cfpb_complaint_
hanna.pdf. In the eyes of the regula-
tor, the collection mill was engaged 
in “intimidating consumers with 
deceptive court filings” and “intro-
ducing faulty or unsubstantiated 
evidence,” as the CFPB said in its 
press release. http://www.consum-
erfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-
files-suit-against-debt-collection-
lawsuit-mill/.

But it is not only the regulators 
who are scrutinizing the lawyers. 
In 2011, the 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals held that reliance on the 
client’s representation regarding the 
debt was unreasonable where the 
underlying service-level agreement 
had included a disclaimer regarding 
the accuracy of the data provided to 
the collection law firm. McCullough 
v. Johnson, Rodenburg, et al, 637 F.3d 
939, 949 (9th Cir. 2011).  

Solutions
There are a range of options to 
increase reliability and minimize 
the number of questionable judg-
ments being entered. The CFPB is 
currently engaged in rulemaking 
on debt collection, and one option 
will be to ban the sale of all junk 
debt, making it illegal to know-
ingly sell or collect on accounts 
that are time barred, fraudulent, 
discharged in bankruptcy, or oth-
erwise unenforceable or inaccu-

rate. This would still allow banks 
to sell those accounts which they 
can affirmatively warrant as valid, 
accurate and complete, but would 
ban the sale of “as is” accounts, 
known to be potentially invalid, 
inaccurate and incomplete. More 
likely, the CFPB will use its recent 
enforcement actions as the template 
to impose requirements similar to 
those established by its Consent 
Decrees. Those orders place a great-
er emphasis on reviewing original 
documents before signing affidavits 
or threatening lawsuits, and they 
ban the reselling of debt by the ini-
tial purchaser.

Conclusion
The current environment was cre-
ated due to three factors: (1) banks 
are selling their worst, least reli-
able accounts; (2) debt buyers sue 

despite actual knowledge that some 
or all of the purchased accounts are 
inaccurate; (3) the fact of inaccuracy 
and the documents which prove 
the inaccuracy are hidden from the 
public. Clearly, increased enforce-
ment is required, as is increased 
media scrutiny, and greater aware-
ness within the legal community. 
I don’t think things will funda-
mentally change until we outlaw 
the sale of junk debt known to be 
faulty. Short of an outright ban on 
selling junk, judges and legislatures 
can and should require the full dis-
closure of the forward flow agree-
ments so that the courts and the 
litigants can decide for themselves 
whether the accounts being sued on 
are indeed “inherently reliable.” 

Mr. Holland practices consumer law 
in Annapolis. He may be reached at 
peter@hollandlawfirm.com.
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T
he standard work on foreclosure law in Maryland until 
recent history was Gordon on Foreclosures in Maryland, 4th 
Ed. (Micpel 2004). This reference work, written and edited 

by Alexander Gordon, IV, is a book of significant heft, containing 
42 chapters and totaling 2,022 pages of thoughtful analysis and 
research by Gordon accumulated over many years. In an article 
written after Gordon’s death, a colleague recounted a story that 
Gordon would often tell about his mother, where she would ask 
Gordon why he needed to write an entire book on foreclosures 
when the concept was as simple as, “If you don’t pay your mort-
gage, the bank takes your house.” The Star Democrat, Obituaries, 
May 30, 2010 (www.stardem.com). And he would always try to 
explain to her – it just wasn’t that simple. Id.

The Foreclosure Process:
By Fredrick E. nix
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If You Don’t Pay Your Mortgage, the 
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Today, consumers and creditors 
alike face an even more complex 
and sometimes bewildering fore-
closure process than at any time in 
Maryland history. Throughout most 
of Maryland’s history, a non-judicial 
foreclosure process was in place, 
which tended to favor secured cred-
itors because of its speed and lim-
ited judicial oversight. However, 
in response to the economic cri-
sis of 2008, the legislature and the 
courts have made many changes to 
the process, judicial oversight has 
increased, and the pendulum has 
swung in the other direction. This 
shift in policy has been noted by the 
courts. For example, in Maddox v. 
Cohn, the Court stated that its view 
was that “the Legislature has effec-
tively changed Maryland’s slanted 
in favor of secured parties fore-
closure practices to one requiring 
compliance with much stricter stan-
dards, tipping the playing field to 
protect debtors.” 424 Md. 379, 393, 
36 A. 3d 426, 434 (2012).  

This article will break the 
Maryland foreclosure process down 
chronologically into seven sections, 
with the eighth section, bankrupt-
cy, being the wildcard that can be 
played at any time:  (1) default and 
the notice of intent to foreclose; (2) 
the order to docket; (3) mediation; 
(4) pre-sale motions to stay and 
dismiss; (5) the foreclosure sale; (6) 
post-sale steps; and (7) the audit. 

default and the notice of 
Intent to Foreclose
As Gordon’s mother clearly under-
stood, there must first be a breach of 
contract. The terms of the Note and 
the Deed of Trust will define the 
default and the contractual notices 
required to be given to the borrower. 

Typically, a default is defined as one 
missed payment, and the borrower 
must be given a 30-day notice to 
cure. Once the demand period has 
expired, the lender may contractu-
ally accelerate the debt and demand 
that the balance due be paid in full.

In addition, the lender must 
send the borrower a Notice of 
Intent to Foreclose (NOI) on the 
form specified by the Maryland 
Commissioner of Financial 
Regulation. COMAR § 09.03.12.02 
(2015). The NOI is normally sent 
out 45 days after the default. If the 
property is owner-occupied, under 
COMAR § 09.03.12.02(B), the lend-
er must provide: (1) A loss mitiga-
tion application for loss mitigation 
programs that are applicable to the 
loan; (2) instructions for complet-
ing the application and a telephone 
number to call to confirm receipt 
of the application; (3) a descrip-
tion of the eligibility requirements 
for the loss mitigation programs 
offered by the secured party that 
may be applicable to the loan; (4) a 
list of housing counseling resourc-
es from Maryland Department of 
Labor, Licensing and Regulation 
(“DLLR”) website; and (5) an enve-
lope preprinted with the address 
of the person responsible for con-
ducting loss mitigation analysis 
for the loan.

Even though it may seem that an 
NOI is a standard form document 
that draws no scrutiny from the 
courts, there are two recent deci-
sions regarding NOI’s which should 
be considered. First, in Shepherd v. 
Burson, the borrower argued that 
the NOI failed to disclose all of 
the “secured parties,” and that the 
foreclosure had to be dismissed as a 
result of the defective NOI. 427 Md. 
541, 50 A.3d 567 (2012). However, 

the Court held that the secured party 
was sufficiently identified such that 
the borrower could have pursued a 
loan modification had she desired 
to do so. Id. at 560, 50 A.3d at 578. 
Second, the Court of Appeals held 
in Granados v. Nadel “the require-
ments of Md. Code Ann., Real Prop. 
§ 7-105.1 must be effectuated to give 
borrowers an opportunity to avoid 
foreclosure. A lender who relies on 
an old, incorrect notice of intent to 
foreclose flouts this requirement.” 
220 Md. App. 482, 104 A.3d 921, 
936-937 (2014).

The order to docket
An Order to Docket a foreclosure of 
a lien on residential property may 
not be filed with the court until the 
expiration of 45 days from sending 
the NOI or 90 days after a default, 
whichever is later. Md. R. 14-205(b). 
Under Rule 14-207(b), the Order to 
Docket must be accompanied by the 
following exhibits:
•	 The original or a certified copy 

of the mortgage or deed of trust;
•	 Any assignment of the deed of 

trust;
•	 A statement of the debt;
•	 A certified copy of the note;
•	 An affidavit in compliance with 

the Servicemembers Civil Relief 
Act;

•	 A copy of the NOI;
•	 Applicable loss mitigation affi-

davit (preliminary or final);
•	 A copy of the deed of appoint-

ment of substitute trustees; and
•	 The applicable “Important 

Notice.”

Under Rule 14-209, service of pro-
cess of the Order to Docket in a 
residential case must be made upon 
the mortgagor, borrower and record 
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owner, all of which may be served 
at the property or their current 
residence. If the lender is unable 
to serve the parties, service may be 
made by posting and mailing, with 
leave of the court.  Id.

Mediation
Where the property is owner-
occupied residential property, the 
borrower may request foreclosure 
mediation under  Rule 14-209(c). 
Although pre-file mediation is pos-
sible, it is rarely used. The use of 
post-filing mediation is more com-
mon. In order to request post-filing 
mediation, the party must file the 
completed final loss mitigation affi-
davit form and timely file it with 
the court, along with a $50 fee.

Typically, the mediator will 
explain the mediation process 
to the parties, which includes 
both retention and non-retention 
options, such as loan modification, 
forbearance, a short sale or a deed 
in lieu of foreclosure. The media-
tion requires the parties to execute 
an agreement to mediate and to 
agree that the mediator will not be 
called as a witness.

It is rare for a mediation ses-
sion to end with an actual loan 
modification or other final agree-
ment. More typically, the lender 
will agree to stay the foreclosure 
sale until the lender is able to fully 
evaluate a completed loss mitiga-
tion application.  

Pre-Sale Motions to Stay 
and dismiss
Prior to the foreclosure sale, the 
borrower can challenge the fore-
closure by filing a motion to stay 
the sale of the property and dis-

miss the foreclosure action. “Bates v. 
Cohn, 417 Md. 309, 318-319, 9 A.3d 
846, 852(2010). In other words, the 
borrower “may petition the court 
for injunctive relief, challenging the 
validity of the lien or the right of 
the lender to foreclose in the pend-
ing action.” Id. (internal citations 
omitted).

As to the foreclosure of an owner-
occupied residential property, the 
pre-sale motion to stay or dismiss 
must be filed within the specific 
time limits outlined under Md. Rule 
14-211(a)(2)(A). 

In the pre-sale motion, the bor-
rower must assert “known and ripe 
defenses to the conduct of a fore-
closure sale prior to the sale, rather 
than in post-sale exceptions.” Bates 
v. Cohn, 417 Md. at 328, 9 A.3d at 
858. “A lender ’s failure to com-
ply with pre-sale loss mitigation 
requests is one such defense, which 
must be raised ordinarily presale in 
an effort to prevent the sale from 
occurring.” Id. 

Because of the securitization 
of mortgages, an issue that is fre-
quently encountered in pre-sale 
motions is the issue of whether 
the party seeking foreclosure of the 
deed of trust has standing to fore-
close. In Anderson v. Burson, this 
issue was largely resolved when 
the court found under Md. Code. 
Ann., Comm. Law § 3-301(ii) that 
a “non-holder in possession of a 
note who has the rights of a holder 
can enforce the instrument.” 196 
Md.App. 457, 471, 9 A.3d 870, 879 
(2010).

In Svrcek v. Rosenberg, the borrow-
er argued that the substitute trust-
ees did not have the legal right or 
standing to initiate the foreclosure 
proceeding because the appoint-
ment of the substitute trustees was 

executed by an attorney in fact with-
out a power of attorney recorded in 
the land records, and the deed of 
trust was invalid because it failed to 
name an individual as trustee. 203 
Md. App. 705, 40 A.3d 494 (2012). 
The court found that the motion 
was not timely filed under Rule 
14-211 and that the borrower had 
not established good cause for his 
non-compliance. Id.at 722, 40 A.3d 
at 504.

The Foreclosure Sale
Under Rule 14-210, notice must 
be given to the borrower, record 
owner, the holder of any subordi-
nate lien, and “all occupants” not 
earlier than 30 days prior to the sale 
and not later than 10 days before 
the sale. The notice must be sent by 
certified and first class mail, except 
the notice to “all occupants,” which 
is sent first class only.  Id.

Notice must also be given to the 
Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) 
if a notice of a tax lien was filed 
more than 30 days before the sale. 
28 U.S.C. § 7425. The notice must be 
in writing, by registered or certified 
mail or personal service, at least 25 
days prior to the sale and contain 
the information required under 27 
C.F.R. 70.205. If notice is not given 
to the IRS, the tax lien will not be 
discharged. In addition, the IRS has 
a 120-day right of redemption after 
the sale.  

As to the advertisement of the 
sale, notice of the time, place and 
terms of the foreclosure sale must 
be published in a newspaper of 
general circulation in the county 
where the action is pending. Md. R. 
14-210(a). The notice must be adver-
tised for three successive weeks, 
with the first publication to be not 
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less than 15 days before the sale and 
the last publication not to be more 
than one week before the sale. Id.

Post-Sale Steps
The sale must be reported to the 
court within 30 days and filed with 
an affidavit of fairness of the sale 
and the truth of the report under 
Md. R. 14-305. Once the report of 
sale is filed, the court will issue 

an Order Nisi, which provides a 
notice of the sale and specifies the 
period by which a person must 
file exceptions to the sale. Md. R. 
14-305(c).  

Post-sale exceptions are governed 
by Rule 14-305(d) and must be filed 
during the 30-day period provided 
for in the Order Nisi. Exceptions 
will only be granted if the party can 
demonstrate a procedural irregu-
larity with the sale. The court held 

quite clearly in Bates v. Cohn, that 
“Rule 14-305 is not an open portal 
through which any and all pre-sale 
objections may be filed as excep-
tions, without regard to the nature 
of the objection or when the opera-
tive basis underlying the objection 
arose and was known to the bor-
rower.” 9 A.3d 846, 857, 417 Md. 
309, 327.

For example, a procedural irregu-
larity could include an insufficient 
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advertisement, fees improperly 
included as a condition of settle-
ment that could chill the bidding, 
see Maddox v. Cohn, 424 Md. 379, 

36 A.3d 426 (2012), a sale held too 
early or very late, see Ashley v. 
Burson, 131 Md. App. 576, 750 A.2d 
618 (2000), or a price that shocks 

the conscience (as low as 35 percent 
of market value was found accept-
able in Hurlock Food Processors, Inv. 
Associates v. Mercantile-Safe Deposit 
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and Trust Co., 633 A.2d 438, 98 
Md.App. 314 (1993)).  

Then, the sale must be ratified. 
Under Rule 14-305(e), if no excep-
tions were filed or any exceptions 
were filed and overruled, then the 
court must ratify the sale, so long as 
it is satisfied that the sale was fairly 
and properly made.

The audit
After the court enters an order rati-
fying the sale, the court will then 
refer the matter to the auditor to 
state the account.  Md. R. 14-305(f). 
Once the proposed account is filed, 
the auditor will then file the pro-
posed report and will issue a notice 
to all parties that exceptions to the 
auditor’s report can be filed within 
10 days, but that if no exceptions 
are taken, then the report will be 
ratified. Id.

Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy is the wildcard. At any 
point in the foreclosure process, 
a debtor can file for bankruptcy 
and automatically stay any further 
collection or foreclosure activities 
under 11 U.S.C. § 362. The stay 
broadly applies to the “commence-
ment or continuation, including 
the issuance or employment of 
process, of a judicial, administra-
tive, or other action or proceeding 
against the debtor.” 11 U.S.C. § 
362(a)(1).   

If a debtor files a Chapter 7 
bankruptcy, a so-called liquidation 
bankruptcy, the relief of the auto-
matic stay may be short lived. In 
a Chapter 7 bankruptcy, the only 
way the debtor can keep the real 
property is if he can become cur-
rent on the mortgage, or resolve the 

default by some other means, such 
as a loan modification or a forbear-
ance agreement. Under 11 U.S.C. 
§ 521(a)(2), a debtor must speci-
fy whether he intends to retain, 
redeem or surrender the property. 
“A bankruptcy discharge extin-
guishes only one mode of enforcing 
a claim – namely, an action against 
the debtor in personam – while 
leaving intact another – namely, an 
action against the debtor in rem.” 
Johnson v. Home State Bank, 501 U.S. 
78, 84 (1991).  

However, a debtor who files 
bankruptcy under Chapter 13 of 
the Bankruptcy Code can propose 
a plan of reorganization by which 
he can de-accelerate the default 
and cure the mortgage arrears over 
the course of 36 or 60 months. 11 
U.S.C. § 1322(b)(3). The Chapter 
13 Plan in Maryland provides that 
“pre-petition arrears on [secured] 
claims will be paid through equal 
monthly amounts under the plan 
while the Debtor maintains post-
petition payments directly.” Para. 
2(e)(ii), Chapter 13 Plan, Md. Local 
Bankruptcy Form M.

In addition, debtors may pro-
pose a plan of reorganization under 
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
Although generally used for com-
mercial bankruptcies, an individu-
al may be required to file Chapter 
11 if she exceeds the Chapter 13 
debt limits, for example. Under 
11 U.S.C. § 109(e), the current 
Chapter 13 debt limits are $383,175 
in unsecured debt or $1,149,525 in 
secured debt.

Another issue frequently encoun-
tered is the timing of the bankrupt-
cy filing in order to stop the fore-
closure sale of the property. Under 
11 U.S.C. § 1322(c), the mortgage 
default can be cured “until such 

residence is sold at a foreclosure 
sale.” Courts in Maryland gener-
ally adhere to the rule that a bank-
ruptcy petition “filed subsequent to 
the falling of the auctioneer’s gavel 
simply comes too late” to stop the 
sale. In re Denny, 242 B.R. 593, 599 
(1999).

No matter under which Chapter 
of the Bankruptcy Code the debtor 
files, a secured creditor may file 
a motion for relief from stay in 
order to proceed with further col-
lection activities, including foreclo-
sure, under 11 U.S.C. § 362(d). The 
typical scenario in a Chapter 13 or 
Chapter 11 case is that the creditor 
seeks to lift the stay because the 
debtor fails to remain current on his 
post-petition mortgage payments.

Conclusion
Well, so much for “if you don’t 
pay your mortgage, the bank takes 
your house.” In Maryland, the fore-
closure process has evolved into 
a complex process, which repre-
sents an attempt by the courts and 
the legislature to balance creditor 
and consumer rights. One thing 
that is clear, however, is that both 
debtors and creditors require the 
assistance of experienced counsel to 
guide them through the process and 
obtain the best result possible under 
the circumstances.  

Mr. Nix is an associate attorney at the 
BP Fisher Law Group, LLP, where he 
manages the D.C. foreclosure depart-
ment and the evictions department for 
Maryland and D.C. He may be reached 
at fnix@first-legal.com.
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By Phillip Chalker

There are various laws that protect buyers and 

tenants, but only a few are specifically geared to 

disabled tenants. Federal laws that protect dis-

abled individuals in housing include the American 

with Disabilities Act (42 USC §12181), The 

Rehabilitation Act (29 USC §794) and the Fair 

Housing Act (42 USC §3601 et. seq). At the State 

level there is also Md. Code Ann., State Gov’t 

sec. 20-706 (Discrimination against individuals 

with disabilities; accessibility), which is similar to 

the Fair Housing Act. 
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Federally, the Fair Housing Act 
does the most to protect individuals 
in private sector housing. A disabled 
or handicap person is someone who 
has: a physical or mental impair-
ment that substantially limits one or 
more major life activity; has a record 
of such impairment; or is regarded 
as having such an impairment. 42 
USC §3602. Hearing impairments, 
mobility issues, chronic alcoholism, 
AIDS, and mental illness are all 
examples of disabilities. Examples 
of major life activities include walk-
ing, hearing, talking, learning, and 
caring for oneself.

a Fair Housing act Primer
The Fair Housing Act protects dis-
abled individuals and individuals 
without disabilities that are associ-
ated with a disabled person. 42 USC 
§3604. The Act makes it unlawful for 
a housing provider to refuse to rent 
or sell to a person simply because 
of a disability or to impose differ-
ent criteria in determining to rent 
or sell a house to a disabled indi-
vidual. (Hereafter, owners, manag-
ers, and landlords of property will 
be referred to as landlord, unless 
otherwise specified.) Moreover, the 
Act requires landlords to make rea-
sonable accommodations in rules, 
policies, practices, or services when 
the accommodations are necessary 
to afford the disabled individuals 
equal opportunity to enjoy housing. 

Generally, a tenant’s request for a 
reasonable accommodation should 
state that the tenant has a disability 
and should explain how the request-
ed accommodation will help provide 
him or her with equal enjoyment. 
In addition, the tenant should show 
some sort of proof verifying the need 
for the accommodation. This could 

be as simple as a note from his or her 
doctor. The tenant does not need to 
disclose the details of the disability. 

An example of a reasonable 
accommodation is allowing a ten-
ant with mobility issues to move 
to a first floor apartment when one 
becomes available if the move would 
alleviate pain from navigating stairs. 
Moreover, a landlord might have to 
provide an individual with a park-
ing spot close to their unit or void 
guest/parking fees for people such 
as nursing aides. Shapiro v. Cadman 
Towers, Inc., 51 F.3d 328 (2d Cir. 
1995). In some instances, a tenant 
may be allowed to have an emo-
tional support animal, even if the 
housing complex does not permit 
animals. Overlook Mut. Homes, Inc. v 
Spencer, (2009, SD Ohio) 666 F Supp 
2d 850. So long as the accommoda-
tion is not a financial or administra-
tive burden to the landlord, or does 
not fundamentally alter the nature 
of the housing, the landlord must 
provide the accommodation. 

Although landlords will often 
have to make a reasonable accom-
modation, a determination of what 
is reasonable is fact-specific. United 
States v. California Mobile Home Park 
Management Co., 29 F.3d 1413, 1418 
(9th Cir. Cal. 1994). In some instanc-
es, a landlord may not have change 
a policy. For example, the California 
Mobile Home Park court articulated 
that “generally applicable fees might 
be too small to have any exclusion-
ary effect” and, therefore, a landlord 
might not have to change a policy. 
Id. Furthermore, the waiver of some 
fees might impose an undue finan-
cial burden on the landlord and, 
as a result, might not be required. 
Id. Thus, determining whether an 
accommodation is required is a fact-
based determination. 

In addition, an individual can 
make reasonable modifications to 
his or her unit so that he or she can 
equally enjoy housing. Examples of 
modifications include installing a 
hand rail in the shower or install-
ing a permanent ramp. Rodriguez 
v. Montalvo, 337 F.Supp. 2d 212 (D. 
Mass. 2004). Modifications are made 
at the renter’s expense.

The Fair Housing Act does not 
require that a dwelling “be made 
available to an individual whose 
tenancy would constitute a direct 
threat to the health or safety of other 
individuals or whose tenancy would 
result in substantial physical dam-
ages to the property of others.” 42 
U.S.C. § 3604. Regardless, a landlord 
must attempt to accommodate an 
individual’s’ handicap before deny-
ing that person the benefits of the 
Fair Housing Act. Roe v. Sugar River 
Mills Assocs., 820 F.Supp. 636, 821-22 
(D.H. 1993).

Housing that consists of four or 
more units with an elevator and has 
never been used for any purpose 
prior to March 13, 1991, must meet 
certain specific design and construc-
tion criterion related to accessibility 
in order to be compliant with the 
Fair Housing Act. 24 CFR 100.201; 
42 USC §3604. If the complex does 
not have an elevator, but was not 
used prior to March 13, 1991, the 
ground floor units must comply 
with these standards. The standards 
can be found in 42 USC §3604. If 
these standards are not met, parties 
responsible for design and construc-
tion may be held liable.

Statute of limitations for 
Bringing a Claim and the 
Burden of Proof
Individuals who feel they have 
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been discriminated against have the 
option to file a complaint with an 
administrative agency or in court. 
Private plaintiffs have one year to 
bring an administrative case with 
the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). 42 USC 
§3619. However, private plaintiffs 
have two years after the occurrence 
or the termination of an alleged dis-
criminatory housing practice to file 

a fair housing complaint in court. 42 
USC §3613. If an administrative case 
is filed with HUD, the statute of lim-
itations is tolled while HUD is evalu-
ating the complaint. Boykin v. Key 
Corp., 521 F.3d 202, 211-12 (2d Cir. 
N.Y. 2008). In addition, non-profit 
organizations can also sue landlords 
under the Fair Housing Act. Equal 
Rights Ctr. v. Equity Residential, 798 
F.Supp 2d 707 (D. Md. 2007). If the 

federal government brings suit, it 
has three years to seek damages and 
five years to seek civil penalties. 

Courts can extend the statute of 
limitations in two circumstances: (1)
if a defendant’s actions are continu-
ous or serial, the statute of limita-
tions does not start to toll until 
the end of the last act in a series of 
related acts; and (2) if an act went 
unnoticed, the statute of limitations 
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does not begin until the plaintiff dis-
covers the alleged violation. Garcia 
v. Brockway, 526 F.3d 456, 460 (9th 
Cir. 2008).

The statute of limitations for the 
design and construction of housing 
is two years after construction. The 
existence of a non-compliant viola-
tion is not a continuing violation 
under the Fair Housing Act. Moseke 
v. Miller & Smith Inc. 202 F.Supp 2d 
492, 493 (E.D. Va. 2002).

In federal court, the standard for 
determining whether a tenant has 
been discriminated against is differ-
ent depending on in which circuit 
the claim is filed. The Second, Third, 
Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth 
Circuits require the defending party 
to prove that a requested accommo-
dation is not reasonable. Bd. of Dirs. 
of Cameron Grove Condo., II v. State 
Comm’n on Human Rels., 431 Md. 61, 
75 (Md. 2013). The Fourth, Fifth and 
Sixth Circuits puts the onus on the 
complaining party to prove that an 
accommodation is reasonable. Id. In 
a circuit that requires the defend-
ing party to prove that a request is 
unreasonable, the burden is on the 
plaintiff to show that an accommo-
dation is reasonable at face value. 
Once the plaintiff has shown this, 
the defendant must demonstrate 
unreasonableness or undue hard-
ship in the particular circumstance. 
In Hovsons, Inc. v. Township of Brick, 
89 F.3d 1096 (3d Cir. 1996), the Third 
Circuit asserted that there is an 
asymmetry of information and com-
plainants alleging housing discrimi-
nation will rarely have the finan-
cial information to prove that the 
defending party has the resources to 
afford an accommodation. Whereas 
the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Circuits 
justify putting the burden on the 
plaintiff because the Fair Housing 

Act does not reveal an intent to alter 
normal burdens. (Cameron Grove 
Condo., 431 Md. 61at 75). 

damages
People and organizations that are 
connected with the design and 
construction of housing could be 
held liable if the housing does not 
meet the Fair Housing Act’s design 
and construction requirements 
are. Baltimore Neighborhoods Inc. v. 
Rommel Builders Inc., 3. F.Supp. 2d 
661, 664 (D. Md. 1998). That means 
liability extends to developers and 
builders. The Rommel Court decided 
this because unlike the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, Congress did 
not express a limitation on possible 
defendants in the Fair Housing Act. 
Id. Liability even extends to develop-
ers that lack ownership or control of 
the development and that have no 
right to work on the development or 
enter the premises outside of their 
contractual rights. Associated costs 
for liable parties include actual and 
punitive damages, injunctive relief, 
and/or civil penalties. 

Damages must be proximately 
caused by the landlord’s action and 
tenants must mitigate damages. 
United States v. Scott, 809 F.Supp. 
1404 (D. Kan. 1992); Young v. Parkland 
Village, Inc., 460 F.Supp. 67 (D. Md.). 
This is important because it allows 
landlords to limit their exposure by 

changing a policy or accommodat-
ing a tenant after he or she already 
denied a tenant’s request. If a tenant 
was offered housing elsewhere, the 
damages would be the difference 
between the housing the tenant was 
denied and the housing the tenant 
found. Morgan v. HUD, 985 F.2d 
1451, 1458 (10th Cir. 1993). 

Damages can include consequen-
tial damages, such as the extra cost 
of commuting to work and loss of 
housing opportunity. Loss of hous-
ing opportunity could include dam-
ages for having to live somewhere 
with fewer amenities or it could 
include emotional distress. Pollitt 
v. Bramel, 669 F.Supp. 172, 176-77 
(S.D. Ohio 1987). Emotional distress 
could result from having to move 
to a place where the plaintiff is not 
entrenched with friends and fam-
ily. In addition, plaintiffs might be 
able to receive presumed damages, 
which are damages for injuries that 
are likely to have occurred, but dif-
ficult to establish or impossible to 
measure. Baumgartner v. Secretary of 
HUD, 960 F.2d 572 (6th Cir. 1992).

The standard for punitive damag-
es ranges from “malicious” to “will-
ful and wanton.” Lies about housing 
availability and attempts to cover 
up discriminatory conduct could 
justify punitive damages Chicago v. 
Matchmaker Real Estate Sales Center, 
982 F.2d 1086, 1099-1100 (7th Cir. 
Ill. 1992); Badami v. Flood, 214 F.3d 
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994, 997-98 (8thCir. 1994); Davis v. 
Mansards, 597 F.Supp. 334, 347 (N.D. 
Ind. 1984). An employer might not 
be vicariously liable for punitive 
damages if the discrimination was 
the fault of an agent whose actions 
were contrary to the good faith 
efforts of the landlord to comply 
with the Fair Housing Act. Kolstad v. 
American Dental Association, 119 S.Ct. 
2118, 2129 (1999); Alexander v. Riga, 
208 F.3d 419, 433-34 (3d Cir. 2000).

In addition to these damages, 
defendants may be subject to civil 
penalties and courts, at their dis-
cretion, may award the plaintiff’s 
attorney fees if the plaintiff suc-
ceeds on any significant issue in 
litigation that achieves some of the 
benefit the plaintiff sought. 42 USC 
§3614; Roe v. Housing Auth., 909 
F.Supp 814 (D.H. 1993). (A plaintiff 
“must be able to point to a resolu-
tion of the dispute which changes 
the legal relationship between itself 
and the defendant.” Id.)

Maryland’s Counterpart to 
the Fair Housing act
As mentioned earlier, Maryland’s 
State Government Article, §20-702 
is very similar to the federal Fair 
Housing Act. In f Cameron Grove 
Condo., , tenants whose mobility 
was limited due to a disability were 
awarded damages because their 
landlord failed to provide them with 
a key to a side door. 431 Md. 61(Md. 
2013). Entering and exiting through 
the side door would have it easier 
for the tenants to get to their hous-
ing unit.

To give an example of the onus 
put on landlords, in the Cameron 
Grove case, the landlord argued that 
opening the door might hurt other 
tenants that were not expecting a 

door to be used. The landlord added 
that providing tenants with keys 
might pose a security risk because 
if the door was left open or addi-
tional keys were made, intruders 
could enter the premises. 431 Md. 61, 
63 (Md. 2013). The landlord further 
argued it would cost roughly $18,900 
to install a pass code system to make 
entrance and egress from that side 
door secure, and policy required a 
pass code system on all doors that 
tenants used. 

Maryland’s court ruled that fur-
nishing extra keys did not produce 
undue financial burden. In doing 
so, they cited the board at the 
administrative level, which articu-
lated that management could put 
up signs to warn other residents of a 
door that could open unexpectedly. 
Continuing to cite the administra-
tive board, the opinion states that 
providing keys was not an undue 
burden because the tenants did not 
ask for a security system and the 
increased security risk was not sig-
nificant enough to render the accom-
modation unreasonable. Id. at 68-69. 
In rendering this decision the board 
performed a de-facto cost-benefit 
analysis. Id. at 70. The Court of 
Appeals added that the burden is on 
the defendant to prove that a request 
is unreasonable. 

Conclusion
The federal Fair Housing Act pro-
vides disabled individuals and 
people associated with disabled 
individuals remedies should they 
face housing discrimination. These 
remedies can be achieved in both 
administrative and judicial proceed-
ings. Maryland’s State Government 
Article, §20-702, a state counterpart 
to the Fair Housing Act, is applied in 

a similar manner as the Fair Housing 
Act. Although there is not a standard 
application of who has the burden 
of proving a violation occurred, in 
Maryland , the onus is on the defen-
dant to prove that an accommoda-
tion is unreasonable.

Mr. Chalker is an attorney that practices 
landlord-tenant law. He may be reached 
at phillip@attorneychalker.com.
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You asked the Committee to con-
sider the following question under 
the Maryland Rules of Professional 
Conduct (“MRPC”):

As part of settling a lawsuit, 
does it violate the Maryland Rules 
of Professional Conduct for a defen-
dant to propose to or for a plaintiff’s 
attorney to agree to never discuss or 
disclose the underlying facts of the 
lawsuit which are already a matter of 
public record?

We believe that such a request or 
an agreement would violate MRPC, 
Rule 5.6(b). Under Rule 5.6, “[a] law-
yer shall not participate in offering or 
making: … (b) an agreement in which 
a restriction on the lawyer’s right to 
practice is part of the settlement of a 
client controversy.”

Prior Committee opinions
In 1982, this Committee concluded that 
an attorney may not ask or agree, as a 
condition of settlement, that counsel 
“be prohibited from rendering future 
services to potential clients in pending 
litigation, parallel litigation, or future 
litigation.” Md. Bar Ass’n Ethics Op. 
82-53 (1982). Such conduct was consid-

ered to be in violation of DR 2-108(B) 
of the Maryland Code of Professional 
Responsibility, which provided that “ 
[i]n connection with the settlement 
of the controversy or suit, a lawyer 
shall not enter into an agreement that 
restricts his right to practice law.” Id. 
Other jurisdictions have reached the 
same conclusion. See, e.g., Cal. State Bar 
Ass’n Formal Op. No. 1988-104 (apply-
ing California Code of Professional 
Conduct DR 2-109(A)).

In 1998, this Committee concluded 
that MRPC Rule 5.6(b) did not prohibit 
an attorney from agreeing not to use or 
disclose a specific confidential memo-
randum that the attorney had obtained 
in litigation. Md. Bar Ass’n Ethics Op. 
1998-10 (1998). Our review in that case 
was tentative, given that the settle-
ment agreement terms were open to 
legal interpretation. Id. In a similar 
vein, however, other jurisdictions have 
repeatedly found that an attorney may 
agree to keep the non-public terms of a 
settlement agreement confidential. See, 
e.g., N. Dakota State Bar Ass’n Ethics 
Op. 1997-05 (1997) (citing numerous 
similar opinions).

It is worth noting that neither our 
1998 opinion nor the request here 

require analysis of the full extent to 
which an attorney may agree not to 
use or disclose confidential informa-
tion pertaining to a matter. There may 
be a significant difference between a 
request not to use or disclose particu-
lar confidential documents or disclose 
the confidential terms of a settlement 
versus a broad agreement that defines 
“confidential information” such that 
an attorney is effectively precluded 
from representing clients in future, 
similar cases. See, e.g., ABA Formal 
Op. 00-417 (2000) (finding that Rule 
5.6 prohibits an attorney from broad-
ly agreeing not to use any informa-
tion gained during a representation 
in future representations against the 
opposing party or a related party). 
In this opinion, we only have been 
asked to consider whether an attorney 
may be required to keep confidential 
agreements and information that is 
available to the public.

rule 5.6(b) and  
Public Information
In other jurisdictions, Rule 5.6 or its 
equivalent, has been repeatedly applied 
to conduct that, while not expressly 

As part of settling a lawsuit, does it violate the Maryland 
Rules of Professional Conduct for a defendant to propose 
to or for a plaintiff’s attorney to agree to never discuss 
or disclose the underlying facts of the lawsuit which are 
already a matter of public record?
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prohibiting a lawyer from represent-
ing certain clients, would have the 
same practical effect. Rules equivalent 
to Rule 5.6 have been interpreted to 
prohibit a broad agreement not to use 
or disclose any information learned 
about a case in future representations, 
ABA Formal Op. 00-417; to prohibit 
an agreement to turn an attorney’s 
work product over to the opposing 
party, N.M. Bar Ethics Adv. Op. 1985-
5 (1985); and to prohibit an agree-
ment broadly restricting counsel from 
using case information to assist other 
litigants or claimants, Tenn. Bd of Prof. 
Resp., Formal Op. 98-F-141 (1998). As 
stated by the Ethics Committee of the 
District of Columbia Bar, “[a]n under-
lying rationale for all these opinions is 
that the prohibited provisions restrict 
the lawyer’s right to practice by effec-
tively preventing him or his firm from 
representing clients in certain kinds of 
cases against the settling party.” D.C. 
Bar Ethics Op. 335 (2006).

For the same reasons, we conclude 
that Maryland Rule 5.6 prohibits 
a lawyer from agreeing (or asking 
another lawyer to agree) never to use 
or disclose public information regard-
ing a matter. Complying with such 
a provision would necessarily limit 
an attorney’s ability to develop or to 
discuss legal strategy and prior litiga-
tion with future clients, and therefore 

would require the attorney to either 
refuse to undertake particular repre-
sentations, or to undertake such cases 
with only a limited ability to com-
municate with the client, in potential 
violation of MRPC Rule 1.4.

The issue of use or disclosure of 
public information also arises in the 
context of advertising to prospective 
clients, as well as one-on-one attor-
ney-client interactions. Several other 
Ethics Committees have found that 
Rule 5.6 also protects the interests of 
potential clients in receiving represen-
tation from the best available counsel, 
and that the Rule therefore prohibits 
an attorney from accepting limits on 
future advertising. As stated by the 
D.C. Bar Ethics Committee, a prohi-
bition on sharing public information 
interferes with “the basic principle . 
. . that clients should have the oppor-
tunity to retain the best lawyers they 
can employ to represent them.” D.C. 
Bar Ethics Op. 335 (2006); see also Bar 
Ass’n of San Francisco, Ethics Op. 
2012-1 (finding, under the California 
Rules of Professional Conduct, that 
an attorney may not seek a settlement 
agreement prohibiting other counsel 
from “mentioning in their curricula 
vitae, website and other advertising 
materials, that they have worked on 
an LGBT case against the Defendant, 
or (2) that LGBT harassment cases are 
an area of expertise”); Chicago Bar 
Ass’n Inf. Ethics Op. 2012-10 (2012) 
(concluding that “a settlement agree-
ment may not prohibit a party’s law-
yer from disclosing publicly available 
facts about the case (such as the par-
ties’ names and the allegations of the 
complaint) on the lawyer’s website or 
through a press release”); S.C. Ethics 
Op. 10-04 (2010) (“Rule 5.6(b) protects 
a lawyer’s access to the legal mar-
ket, and that protection is implicated 
by advertisements and solicitations 

equally.”); Texas Ethics Op. 505 (1994) 
(“To the extent that [solicitation] is 
permitted under the State Bar Rules, 
and other applicable state and fed-
eral statutes, solicitation is part of the 
practice of law and therefore cannot 
be more severely restricted in a settle-
ment agreement [than] it is restricted 
in the Rules and applicable law.”).

Not all Committees have agreed. 
The Ethics Committee of the Indiana 
State Bar Association drew a distinc-
tion between attorney advertising, 
and one-on-one discussions between 
an attorney and a prospective client. 
See Ind. State Bar Ass’n Ethics Op. 
2014-01 (2014). In that Committee’s 
view, Rule 5.6 prohibited restrictions 
on the use of public information in 
discussions with clients, but did not 
prohibit an attorney from agreeing not 
to reference a case or defendant in the 
attorney’s advertising. Id.

We agree with the majority of the 
opinions cited above. To the extent 
that attorney engages in advertising 
permitted under Rules 7.1 and 7.2, 
and is not disclosing information that 
the attorney is required to maintain 
as confidential under Rule 1.6, we 
believe that such advertising is one 
facet of the practice of law, and that it 
is in the interest of potential clients to 
receive such information. This conclu-
sion, however, focuses solely on what 
an attorney may agree to or request in 
a settlement agreement. To the extent 
that Rule 1.6 otherwise may permit a 
client to require that an attorney main-
tain certain information in confidence, 
Rule 5.6 does not limit a client’s ability 
to do so or an attorney’s obligation to 
abide by such a request.

References:  
Ethics Docket 1982-53 
Ethics Docket 1998-10 
Maryland Rule of Professional Conduct 5.6
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In its recent MSBA Ethics Opinion 
2016-04, the Ethics Committee took 
the position that an attorney’s ethical 
obligation to correct a Commitment 
Record that erroneously favored his 
client is limited. The attorney in ques-
tion brought the mistake to the atten-
tion of a courtroom clerk who erro-
neously insisted that the record was 
correct. The Ethics Committee found 
that “when the competing interests 
are properly weighed” the attorney 
had “done all that [(s)he] had to do.” 
The Committee’s analysis included 
a review of Rules of Professional 
Conduct 1.6 and 3.3. It found that the 
“situation did not fit squarely into 
either of the pertinent rules.” Since 
there was no false statement by the 
attorney nor was there fraudulent con-
duct by the client, Rule 3.3 was found 
to be inapposite. The Committee 
also opined that the Rule 1.6 disclo-
sure exceptions did not apply. The 
Committee, apparently, did not con-
sider the attorney’s attempt to correct 
the record with the clerk as a violation 
of that rule. The Opinion led us to 
consider an attorney’s duty to her col-
leagues to correct a drafting error that 
favors her client.

It is axiomatic that an attorney 
may not induce another to commit 
a drafting error that favors her cli-
ent. The situation is not quite as clear 
when the error is “unforced.” ABA 
Informal Opinion 86-1518 emphati-
cally states that when there is a scriv-

ener’s error, the lawyer for the unin-
tentionally advantaged client should 
contact the drafting lawyer to correct 
the error. Furthermore, the attorney 
need not consult her client about the 
error. The Ethics Committee found 
that in this situation, the meeting of 
minds has already occurred and, pur-
suant to Rule 1.2, the client’s right to 
expect committed and dedicated rep-
resentation is not unlimited. The ABA 
Committee determined that while the 
attorney has an obligation to notify 
the client of material developments, a 
scrivener’s error is “neither a relevant 
consideration nor a material develop-
ment and therefore does not establish 
an opportunity for a client’s decision.” 
This appears to be an appropriate 
result: the client should not reap the 
benefit of a mistake when the deter-
mination of the benefits and burdens 
has already been fully established by 
the parties. In 1989, the MSBA Ethics 
Committee took what appears to be a 
contrary position.

MSBA Ethics Opinion 89-44 asserts 
that the non-drafting attorney is under 
no obligation to reveal an omission of 
a material term to opposing counsel 
where neither the attorney nor the 
client induced opposing counsel to 
make the mistake. In the Committee’s 
view, where opposing counsel made 
the mistake due to negligence or the 
belief that the error was actually part 
of the agreement, the Rules do not 
require the advantaged client’s attor-

ney to reveal the error to the other 
side. Instead, the Committee found 
Rules 1.4(b) and 1.6 to control the 
attorney’s ethical responsibilities. The 
Committee suggested that Rule 1.4(b) 
requires an attorney to inform her client 
of the omission by opposing counsel 
and the consequences of the omission, 
such disclosure thereby allowing the 
client to make an informed decision 
about the course to take. If the client 
instructs the attorney not to reveal the 
mistake, the Committee determined 
that the confidentiality requirements 
of Rule 1.6 require the attorney to obey 
the client’s instruction. 

The State Bar of California, in Ethics 
Opinion 11-0002, addresses an attor-
ney’s ethical obligation to alert oppos-
ing counsel in two situations: first, 
a material drafting error made by 
opposing counsel in a contract, and 
second, a material change made by the 
attorney representing the advantaged 
client. Both situations involve an 
important factual difference from the 
scenarios outlined above; the parties 
to the transaction have only agreed to 
some, but not all, of the material terms. 
In the first situation, after soliciting 
input on the initial draft of a contract 
and receiving pushback on one of the 
material terms, the drafting attorney’s 
revised version includes an apparent 
error with respect to the material term 
in question. In the second, the attor-
ney intentionally makes a change to 
the material term that benefits her cli-

Correcting Errors
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ent, yet unintentionally fails to high-
light this change for opposing counsel. 
The California Committee found that 
where the attorney has not engaged 
in any conduct to induce the error 
and there is no agreement as to the 
material term, the attorney is under 
no obligation to reveal the error. In 
the second instance, the Committee 
held that once the attorney realizes her 
error, she has an ethical obligation to 
disclose the change to opposing coun-
sel. The Committee’s decision turns 
on an attorney’s obligation to inform 
her client of significant developments 
relating to the transaction. Both the 
error in the first scenario and the 
change in the second constitute sig-
nificant developments. However, an 
agreed upon “contract provision which 
is inadequately reflected in the draft 
contract” does not constitute a signifi-
cant development and therefore, the 
attorney can inform opposing counsel 

of the error without first discussing it 
with the client. Although not squarely 
before it, the California Committee 
appears to agree with the ABA’s anal-
ysis concerning a scrivener’s error. 

It seems to us that where nego-
tiations have ended, both parties have 
assented to the terms of the docu-
ment and all that remains to do is 
memorialize the agreement, the non-
drafting attorney has an obligation to 
inform opposing counsel of a mistake 
in the drafting if she knows of it. How 
can it be otherwise? The parties have 
agreed, the contest is over and to per-
mit the execution of a faulty instrument 
that unfairly advantages one’s client 
smacks of duplicity. If all that is left to 
do is to memorialize, should not the 
attorney’s assent to the document be 
taken as her warranting that it reflects 
the parties’ understanding of the agree-
ment to the best of her knowledge? 
The alternative would engender dis-

trust among members of the Bar and 
would cause needless and possibly 
expensive disputes between or among 
the parties. Our ethics rules should 
promote cooperation, not gamesman-
ship, in the contracting process, par-
ticularly when the parties have already 
reached an agreement. Rule 1.16 (b)
(4) of the Maryland Lawyers’ Rules of 
Professional Conduct recognizes that a 
lawyer may withdraw from represen-
tation if “the client insists upon action 
or inaction that the lawyer considers 
repugnant or with which the lawyer 
has a fundamental disagreement.” We 
do not believe that zealous advocacy 
requires an attorney to act without 
regard for fairness; a client’s direc-
tion to keep mum on a drafting error 
should be resisted and, if necessary, 
cause the attorney to withdraw. 
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